The concept of "tidy data" offers a powerful framework for structuring data to ease manipulation, modeling and visualization. However, most R functions, both those builtin and those found in third-party packages, produce output that is not tidy, and that is therefore difficult to reshape, recombine, and otherwise manipulate. Here I introduce the broom package, which turns the output of model objects into tidy data frames that are suited to further analysis, manipulation, and visualization with input-tidy tools. broom defines the tidy, augment, and glance generics, which arrange a model into three levels of tidy output respectively: the component level, the observation level, and the model level. I provide examples to demonstrate how these generics work with tidy tools to allow analysis and modeling of data that is divided into subsets, to recombine results from bootstrap replicates, and to perform simulations that investigate the effect of varying input parameters.
Introduction
A common observation is that more of the data scientist's time is occupied with data cleaning, manipulation, and "munging" than it is with actual statistical modeling (Rahm and Do, 2000; Dasu and Johnson, 2003) . Thus, the development of tools for manipulating and transforming data is necessary for efficient and effective data analysis. One important choice for a data scientist working in R is how data should be structured, particularly the choice of dividing observations across rows, columns, and multiple tables.
The concept of "tidy data," introduced by Wickham (2014a) , offers a set of guidelines for organizing data in order to facilitate statistical analysis and visualization. In short, data can be described as "tidy" if it is represented in a table following three rules:
• Each variable forms one column
• Each observation forms one row
• Each type of observational unit forms one table
This framework makes it easy for analysts to reshape, combine, group and otherwise manipulate data. Packages such as ggplot2, dplyr, and many built-in R modeling and plotting functions require the input to be in a tidy form, so keeping the data in this form allows multiple tools to be used in sequence in a seamless analysis pipeline (Wickham, 2009; Wickham and Francois, 2014) .
Tools are classified as "messy-output" if their output does not fit into this framework. Unfortunately, the majority of R modeling tools, both from the built-in stats package and those in common third party packages, are messy-output. This means the data analyst must tidy not only the original data, but the results at each intermediate stage of an analysis. Wickham (2014a) describes this problem succinctly:
While model inputs usually require tidy inputs, such attention to detail doesn't carry over to model outputs. Outputs such as predictions and estimated coefficients aren't always tidy. For example, in R, the default representation of model coefficients is not tidy because it does not have an explicit variable that records the variable name for each estimate, they are instead recorded as row names. In R, row names must be unique, so combining coefficients from many models (e.g., from bootstrap resamples, or subgroups) requires workarounds to avoid losing important information. This knocks you out of the flow of analysis and makes it harder to combine the results from multiple models. I'm not currently aware of any packages that resolve this problem.
The broom package is an attempt to solve this issue, by bridging the gap from untidy outputs of predictions and estimations to create tidy data that is easy to manipulate with standard tools. It centers around three S3 methods, tidy, augment, and glance, that each take an object produced by R statistical functions (such as lm, t.test, and nls) or by popular third-party packages (such as glmnet, survival, lme4, and multcomp) and convert it into a tidy data frame without rownames (Friedman et al., 2010; Therneau, 2014; Bates et al., 2014; Hothorn et al., 2008) . These outputs can then be used with input-tidy tools such as dplyr or ggplot2, or downstream statistical tests.
broom should be distinguished from packages such as reshape2 and tidyr, which rearrange and reshape data frames into different forms (Wickham, 2007b (Wickham, , 2014b . Those packages perform essential tasks in tidy data analysis but focus on manipulating data frames in one specific format into another. In contrast, broom is designed to take data that is not in a data frame (sometimes not anywhere close) and convert it to a tidy data frame.
Three methods of tidying objects
As a simple demonstration of tidying a statistical object, consider a linear regression on the built-in mtcars dataset, predicting the fuel efficiency of cars (mpg, measured in milesper-gallon) based on the weight of the cars (wt, measured in thousands of pounds) and the speed/acceleration (qsec, the time in seconds to drive a quarter of a mile). The summary of this regression shows that it contains coefficient-level information, including the estimate, standard error, and p-value, about each of the intercept, wt, and qsec terms. The fit object also contains observation-level information, such as the residuals (accessed by residuals(fit)) and fitted values (accessed by fitted(fit)). Finally, it contains modellevel information in the form of R 2 , adjusted R 2 , an F statistic, and a p-value for the whole dataset. As previously observed by Wickham (2007a) , values computed at each of these three levels have different dimensionalities and observations: there is no natural way to combine a calculation of R 2 with the estimates of coefficient values, or with a vector of residuals, in a single data frame. In the tidy data terminology, each level forms a separate "observational unit" and therefore deserves its own table. To generate these three separate tidy data frames, broom provides three S3 methods that do three distinct kinds of tidying: tidy, augment and glance.
tidy constructs a data frame that summarizes the model's statistical components, which we refer to as the component level. In a regression such as the above it may refer to coefficient estimates, p-values, and standard errors for each term in a regression. The tidy generic is flexible-in other models it could represent per-cluster information in clustering applications, or per-test information for multiple comparison functions. These three methods appear across many analyses; indeed, the fact that these three levels must be combined into a single S3 object is a common reason that model outputs are not tidy. Importantly, some model objects may have only one or two of these methods defined. (For example, there is no sense in which a Student's T test or correlation test generates information about each observation, and therefore no augment method exists). 
Common attributes of messy outputs
Extracting these three levels of tidied contents from a statistical object is not a trivial process, since they are often stored in a messy format that is not conducive to further analysis. The process of tidying a model output must be tailored to each object, since each model object is messy in its own way, but one can recognize some common features of messy-output models. Many are the same issues described in Wickham (2014a) as features of messy datasets, such as having variables stored in column names. The following tendencies, however, are more specific to model outputs:
• Relevant information is stored in rownames. Examples include the coefficient names in a regression coefficient matrix or ANOVA table. Since R does not allow row names to be duplicated, this prevents one from combining the results of multiple analyses or bootstrap replications.
• Column names are inconsistent and inconvenient. For instance, p-values for each coefficient produced by the summary.lm function are stored in a column named Pr(>|t|).
Besides being incomparable to other model outputs that use p.value, pvalue, or just p, this column name is difficult to work with due to the use of punctuation; for instance, it cannot easily be extracted using $ or passed to aes in a ggplot2 call.
• Information is computed by downstream functions. Many models need to be run through additional processing steps, often the summary method, to produce the statistical information desired. The steps required can be inconsistent even between similar models. For example, the anova function produces an ANOVA table immediately, while an object from aov must be run through summary.aov to produce the table.
• Information is printed rather than returned. Some packages and functions place relevant calculations into the print method, where they are displayed using cat. An example is the calculation of a p-value from an F-statistic in print.summary.lm. This requires either examining the source of the print method to extract the code of interest or capturing and parsing the printed output.
• Vectors are stored separately rather than combined in a table. For example, residuals and fitted values are both returned by many model outputs, but are accessed with the residuals and fitted generics. In other objects multiple vectors of the same length are included as separate elements in a named list. This requires recombining these vectors into a data frame to use them with input-tidy tools.
Each of these obstacles can be individually overcome by the knowledgeable programmer, but in combination they serve as a massive inconvenience. Time spent reforming these model outputs into the desired structure breaks the natural flow of analysis and takes attention away from examining and questioning the data. They further invite inconsistency, where different analysts will approach the same task in very different ways, which makes it time-consuming to understand and adapt shared code. Defining a standard "tidy form" of any model output, and collecting tools for constructing such a form from an R object, makes analyses easy, efficient, and consistent.
Case studies
Here I show how broom can be widely useful across data science applications. I give three examples: combining regressions performed on subgroups of data, a demonstration of bootstrapping, and a simulation of k-means clustering. Each example highlights some of the advantages of keeping model outputs tidy.
These examples assume familiarity with the dplyr and ggplot2 packages, since they are powerful implementations of tidy tools (though it is certainly possible to take advantage of broom without these packages). Note that in contrast to these packages, broom functions take up only a small part of these examples, which is by design. broom is meant to serve as a simple bridge between the modeling tools provided by R and the downstream analyses enabled by tidy tools, requiring minimal experience with or configuration of the package.
Split-apply-combine using broom and dplyr
The "split-apply-combine" pattern, where a dataset is broken down into subgroups for some analysis to be performed before being recombined, is a common task in data analysis (Wickham, 2011) . broom eases the application of this pattern to a wide range of problems, since it converts many analysis outputs to a consistently-structured data frame that can be recombined. Here we demonstrate examples of using broom to perform the split-apply-combine pattern, first in a simple regression on the mtcars dataset, then in a more complex analysis of baseball statistics.
We earlier showed an example of tidying a regression on the mtcars dataset. Suppose we wished to perform this analysis separately for each subset of the data: specifically, once for cars with automatic transmissions and once for cars with manual transmissions. dplyr's group_by and do functions provide a straightforward way to perform an analysis on each subgroup, but only if the output of each individual analysis takes the form of a data frame. broom accomplishes this goal by converting each model object into a tidy format. This shows the estimated coefficients of regressions within automatic and manual cars, recombined. This makes it easy to perform downstream visualizations and analyses on these regression results. For example, we could use ggplot2 to create a coefficient plot that distinguished between the two types of transmission: library(ggplot2) regressions %>% filter(term != "(Intercept)") %>% ggplot(aes(x = estimate, y = term, color = factor(am), group = am)) + geom_point() + geom_errorbarh(aes(xmin = conf.low, xmax = conf.high)) + geom_vline() The do function also allows one to construct regressions once and save them as a column in a rowwise table, so that we can perform multiple operations on them. This split-apply-combine pattern appears in a variety of contexts. One might perform analyses for each gene in an organism, within each county or region in a country, or for each stock in a financial dataset. Here I consider another example, where we investigate how baseball players' batting averages are reflected in their salaries, using data from the Lahman package (Friendly, 2014 Here I've used dplyr to perform a few filtering and processing operations to set up the analysis. I merged Lahman's Batting dataset, which contains statistics on batting performance per player per season, with player salary information. I computed each player's batting average in each season: the fraction of times at bat ("AB") that led to a hit ("H"). I filtered for cases where the player had a nonzero salary, was at bat at least 50 times, and was not a pitcher (pitchers in baseball are typically not paid based on their batting ability).
Suppose we wish to investigate how players' salaries are related to their batting averages. We could start by performing a single linear regression predicting the log of salary based on batting average, including the year as a second predictor. A scatterplot shows that this relationship is plausible: library(ggplot2) ggplot(merged, aes(average, salary, color = yearID)) + geom_point() + scale_y_log10() With the regressions in this tidied format, we can examine and visualize the effect size estimates and confidence interval across all teams:
coefs <-team_regressions %>% ungroup() %>% filter(term == "average") %>% mutate(teamID = reorder(teamID, estimate)) ggplot(coefs, aes(x = estimate, y = teamID)) + geom_point() + geom_errorbarh(aes(xmin = conf.low, xmax = conf.high)) + geom_vline(color = "red") Any analysis that has a tidying method can easily be performed within each team. For example, rather than performing a linear regression, we could find the Spearman correlation between salary and batting average within each team: One could just as easily perform ANOVA, time series analyses, or nonlinear regressions within each subgroup. Similarly, one could perform analyses while grouping by league, by year, or by player, rather than by team. These analyses of subgroups are made possible by broom's tidying methods, since they allow the model outputs to be recombined into a new tidy output.
Bootstrapped confidence and prediction intervals
Since tidy outputs can be recombined across replicates, it is also well suited to bootstrapping and permutation tests. Bootstrapping consists of randomly sampling observations from a dataset with replacement, then performing the same analysis individually on each bootstrapped replicate. The variation in the resulting value is then a reasonable approximation of the standard error of the estimate (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) .
Suppose we wish to fit a nonlinear model to the weight/mileage relationship in the mtcars dataset, which comes built-in to R. We might use the method of nonlinear least squares (the built-in nls function) to fit a model. While this does provide p-values and confidence intervals for the parameters, these are based on model assumptions that may not hold in real data. Bootstrapping is a popular method for providing confidence intervals and predictions that are more robust to the nature of the data.
ggplot(mtcars, aes(mpg, wt)) + geom_point()
The broom package provides a bootstrap function that in combination with dplyr and a tidying method makes bootstrapping straightforward. bootstrap(.data, B) wraps a data table so that the next do step occurs B times, each time operating on the data resampled with replacement. Within each of these do applications, we construct a tidied version of a nonlinear least squares fit.
set.seed(2014) bootnls <-mtcars %>% bootstrap(500) %>% do(tidy(nls(mpg~k / wt + b, ., start=list(k=1, b=0))))
This produces a summary of the coefficients from each replication, combined into one data frame: Finally, we can visualize the uncertainty in the actual curve using augment on each replication. We can then summarize the quantiles within each time point to produce bootstrap confidence intervals at each point.
set.seed(2014) bootnls <-mtcars %>% bootstrap(500) %>% do(augment(nls(mpg~k / wt + b, ., start=list(k=1, b=0)), .)) alpha = .05 bootnls_bytime <-bootnls %>% group_by(wt) %>% summarize(conf.low = quantile(.fitted, alpha / 2), conf.high = quantile(.fitted, 1 -alpha / 2), median = median(.fitted)) head(bootnls_bytime) ggplot(mtcars, aes(wt)) + geom_point(aes(y = mpg)) + geom_line(aes(y = .fitted), data = augment(nlsfit)) + geom_ribbon(aes(ymin = conf.low, ymax = conf.high), data = bootnls_bytime, alpha = .1)
This bootstrapping approach could be applied to any prediction function for which an augment method is defined. For example, we could use the built-in splines package to predict the curve using a natural cubic spline basis.
library(splines) bootspline <-mtcars %>% bootstrap(500) %>% do(augment(lm(mpg~ns(wt, 4), .), .))
Since the bootstrap results are in the same format as the NLS fit, it is easy to combine them and then compare them on the same axis. bootnls$method <-"nls" bootspline$method <-"spline" allboot <-rbind_list(bootnls, bootspline) allboot_bywt <-allboot %>% group_by(wt, method) %>% summarize(conf.low = quantile(.fitted, alpha / 2), conf.high = quantile(.fitted, 1 -alpha / 2), median = median(.fitted)) ggplot(allboot_bywt, aes(wt, median, color = method)) + geom_line() + geom_ribbon(aes(ymin = conf.low, ymax = conf.high), lty = 2, alpha = .1)
Bootstrapping can be applied in this way to any object that broom can tidy, such as survival models from the survival package. Here we consider the lung dataset, which records the survival of patients with advanced lung cancer over time. We use the coxph function to fit a Cox proportional hazards regression model to model the likelihood of survival based on the demographic features of age and sex, and use survfit to construct a survival curve based on these hazards (Therneau and Grambsch, 2000) . Just like we did on the mtcars dataset, we perform this analysis within each of 500 bootstrap resamplings of the dataset. We can then construct and visualize a confidence interval for the fraction of survival at each time point, just as we did for the NLS and spline fits. alpha = .05 bootstraps_bytime <-bootstraps_survival %>% group_by(time) %>% summarize(conf.low = quantile(estimate, alpha / 2), conf.high = quantile(estimate, 1 -alpha / 2), estimate = median(estimate)) ggplot(bootstraps_bytime, aes(time, estimate)) + geom_line() + geom_ribbon(aes(ymin = conf.low, ymax = conf.high), lty = 2, alpha = .
2)
It is worth noting that the tidy approach to bootstrapping may not necessarily be the most computationally efficient option for all modeling approaches. Some bootstrapping problems can be simplified to matrix operations that allow more very efficient processing and storage. Framing bootstrapping as a problem of recombining many tidy outputs is useful, however, for its simplicity and universality, as these same idioms can be applied to bootstrap any model with tidy or augment methods.
Simulation of k-means clustering
Because the broom package makes it possible to recombine many analyses, it is also well suited to simulation for the purpose of exploring a method's behavior and robustness. Tidied model outputs can easily be recombined across varying input parameters, or across simulation replications, and lend themselves to downstream analysis and visualization. In this simulation we examine a k-means clustering problem, and observe how the results are affected by the choice of the number of clusters and by the within-cluster variation in the data.
K-means clustering divides a set of points in an n-dimensional space into k centers by assigning each point to the cluster with the nearest of k designated centers. This is well suited for clustering problems where the data is assumed to be approximately multivariate Gaussian distributed around each cluster. The stats package provides an implementation of k-means clustering (based, by default, on the algorithm of Hartigan and Wong (1979) ), which requires the choice of k to be made beforehand.
We start by exploring the effect of the choice of k on the behavior of the clustering algorithm. We first generate random 2-dimensional data with three centers, around which points are distributed according to a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution: Now suppose we would like to perform k-means clustering on this data, while varying the number of clusters k. The inflate function, provided by broom, is useful for this purpose: it expands a dataset to repeat its original data once for each factorial combination of parameters. apple boat 2 9 ## 3 apple boat 3 10 ## 4 apple car 1 8 ## 5
apple car 2 9 ## 6 apple car 3 10 ## 7 orange boat 1 8 ## 8 orange boat 2 9 ## 9 orange boat 3 10 ## 10 orange car 1 8 ## 11 orange car 2 9 ## 12 orange car 3 10
In this case, we perform clustering on the same data (kdat) with each value of k in 1:9. Note that to reduce the role of randomness in the clustering process, we set nstart = 5 to the kmeans function.
kclusts <-kdat %>% inflate(k = 1:9) %>% group_by(k) %>% do(clust = kmeans(select(., x1, x2), .$k[1], nstart = 5)) kclusts ## Source: local data frame [9 x 2] ## Groups: <by row> ## ## k clust ## 1 1 <S3:kmeans> ## 2 2 <S3:kmeans> ## 3 3 <S3:kmeans> ## 4 4 <S3:kmeans> ## 5 5 <S3:kmeans> ## 6 6 <S3:kmeans> ## 7 7 <S3:kmeans> ## 8 8 <S3:kmeans> ## 9 9 <S3:kmeans> There are three levels at which we can examine a k-means clustering. As is true of regressions and other statistical models, each of these levels describes a separate observational unit, and therefore is extracted by a different broom generic.
• Component level: The centers, size, and within sum-of-squares for each cluster; computed by tidy
• Observation level: The assignment of each point to a cluster; computed by augment
The total within sum-of-squares and between sum-of-squares; computed by glance
We extract tidied versions of these three levels from each of the 9 clustering objects produced in the simulation, then recombine each level into a single large table containing the results for all values of k. We use the shortcut for performing tidying functions on a rowwise table first demonstrated in Split-apply-combine using broom and dplyr.
clusters <-kclusts %>% tidy(clust) assignments <-kclusts %>% augment(clust, kdat) clusterings <-kclusts %>% glance(clust)
The assignments object, generated using the augment method on each clustering, combines the cluster assignments across all values of k, thus allowing for simple visualization using faceting.
head ( We can use the results from the tidy outputs, which provide per-cluster information, to add the estimated center of each cluster to the plot. Finally, we can examine the per-model data using the glance outputs. Of particular interest is the total within cluster sum-of-squares. The decrease in this within-cluster variation as clusters are added to the model can serve as a criterion for choosing k. The variance within each estimated cluster decreases as k increases, but one can notice a bend (or "elbow") around the correct value of k = 3. This bend indicates that additional clusters beyond the third have little value in terms of explaining the variation in the data. Tibshirani et al. (2002) provides a more mathematically rigorous interpretation and implementation of a method to choose k based on this profile. Note that all three methods of tidying data provided by broom play a separate role in visualization and analysis of these simulations.
While a simulation varying k is useful, we may also be interested in how robust the algorithm is when the original data is altered. For example, the points around each center are generated from a multivariate normal distribution with standard deviation σ = 1. If this standard deviation increases, making the cloud of points around each center more disperse, we would expect k-means clustering to be less accurate. We also wish to know the role of random variation, and therefore will perform 50 replicates of each simulation. These goals can be achieved with some small modifications to the previous simulation. We first generate the data using the same centers, but with multiple values of σ and multiple independent replications: set.seed(2014) kdat_sd <-centers %>% inflate(sd = c(. We perform k-means clustering 9 times on each dataset, choosing a different value of k each time. We then extract the tidied, augmented, and glanced forms, which in this case are combined across all factorial combinations of k, sd, and replication. One could easily extend the simulation to alter other parameters such as the number and distribution of true cluster centers, or the nstart parameter.
kclusts_sd <-kdat_sd %>% inflate(k = 1:9) %>% group_by(k, sd, replication) %>% do(dat = (.), clust = kmeans(select(., x1, x2),
(Note that since the augment operation requires the original data, which changes in each replication, we needed a different approach to perform augment on each row). One interesting question is whether the cluster centers were estimated accurately in each simulation. The estimated centers are included in the recombined tidy output, which can be visualized alongside the true centers (red X's) separately for each value of σ:
clusters_sd %>% filter(k == 3) %>% ggplot(aes(x1, x2)) + geom_point() + geom_point(data = centers, size = 7, color = "red", shape = "x") + facet_wrap(~sd) We can see that the centers are estimated very accurately for σ = .5 and 1, less accurately for σ = 2, and rather inaccurately for σ = 4. Also notably, the center estimates for σ = 4 are systematically biased "outward" for two of the three clusters, as an artifact of the greater variation.
We can also see how the total within-sum-of-squares graph appears across all replications, and how it varies when changing the value of σ. We can observe from this that the choice of k based on the total within sum-of-squares profile becomes more difficult as σ increases, since the bend at k = 3 becomes less distinct. We could even measure the cluster purity, and see how the classification accuracy depends on σ, focusing on the cases where we (correctly) set k = 3. This requires some processing but can be done entirely in dplyr operations.
accuracies <-assignments_sd %>% filter(k == 3) %>% count(replication, sd, oracle, .cluster) %>% group_by(replication, sd, .cluster) %>% summarize(correct = max(n), total = sum(n)) %>% group_by(replication, sd) %>% summarize(purity = sum(correct) / sum(total)) ggplot(accuracies, aes(factor(sd), purity)) + geom_boxplot() We can see that, as one might expect, the classification accuracy decreases on average as the residual standard deviation increases and the clusters get more disperse. These examples demonstrate that combining the models from simulations into a tidied form thus lends itself well to many kinds of exploratory analyses and experiments.
Discussion
In this paper I introduce the broom package, define the tidy, augment, and glance generics, and describe standards for their behavior. I then provide case studies that illustrate how the tidied outputs that broom creates are useful in a variety of analyses and simulation. The examples listed here are by no means meant to be exhaustive, and indeed make use of only a minority of the tidying methods implemented by broom. Rather, they are meant to suggest the diversity of visualizations and analyses made possible by tidied model outputs.
While broom provides implementations of these generics for many popular R objects, there is no reason that such implementations should be confined to this package. In the future, packages that wish to be output-tidy while retaining the structure of their output object could provide their own tidy, augment, and glance implementations. This would take advantage of each developer's familiarity with his or her software and its goals while offering users a standard tidying language for working with model outputs.
Tidying model outputs is not an exact science, and it is based on a judgment of the kinds of values a data scientist typically wants out of a tidy analysis (for instance, estimates, test statistics, and p-values). Any implementation may lose some of the information that a user wants or keep more information than one needs. It is my hope that data scientists will propose and contribute their own features to expand and improve the functionality of broom and to advance the entire available suite of tidy tools.
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